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FOREWORD

This report is submitted to comply with the requirements of Contract
No. N00014-71-C-0259 entitled "Pulsing Boundary Layer Cortrol," dated 1
March 1971. The effort was conducted during the period from April 1971
to January 197,2 and was monitored for the U.S. Navy by Mr. T. L. Wilson
of the Aeronautics Branch of the Office of Naval Research.

The authors wish-to express their appreciation for the use of the
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory's 7' x 10' wind tun-
nel facility. The cooperation of its staff, under -the direction of Mr.
A. Morse, was exc6llent. Acknowledgement is also made of the services of
Mr. T. Wynn who ably directed the conduct of the experimental test program.

ABSTRACT

This report describes the results of an experimental investigation
to determine the feasibility of intermittent jet blowing to achieve reduced
ax." flow rates as compared with steady blowing for -prevention or delay of

flow separation on a trailing edge flap. The jet was directed -tangenti-al
to the flap surface in a downstream direction. The results show that sig-
nificant reductions in mass flow rate could be realized at a given flap
Lift effectiveness.
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SUMMARY

The results of an experimental investigation to determine the relative
merits of both steady and pulsing boundary layer control (BLC) systems are
presented.

Wind tunnel tests were conducted in ,the U.S. Army Air Mobility Research

and Development Laboratory'- 7' x 10' low speed wind tunncl located at Ames
Research Center, MoffettoField, California.

0
A semi-span model- with ,ai advanced airfoil shape and two large end

plates that produced a two-dimensional test channel of one-foot span was
utilized. Experirnfntal data consisting of piessure distributions for the
center span station of the quasi two-dimensional test chanfiel are compared
for bothpulslng and steady blowing cases. Instantaneous velocity measure-
ments were made over the upper surface of aplain trailing edge flap by means
of a hot wire anemometer. Conditions bf no- lowing, steady blowingg and
intermittent blowing (pulsing) were investigated and compared for effective-
ness. Ill addition,- the pressure measurements were integrated to obtain

wing, flap, and- total airfoil section normal force coeficients.

The effectiveness of the -steady versus the pulsing BLC met-hod is com-
pared- for the range of momentum coefficients normally found for BLC appli-
cation. In this range it is shown that at the most favorable condition the
same increment of lift can be realized by pulsing withonly 50 percent of
the weight flow rate required -for steady blowing.

C
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

Tangential blowing boundary layer control (i3LC) has been utilized many
times to increase .he flap effectiveness-of military aircraft (Reference a)?

The penalties, however, of BLC' in a design are loss in engine thrust

and efficiency. Nominally up to 5 per cent compressor bleed can be extracted
from turbojet engines without large penalties; however, for turbofan engines
with large bypass ratios the penalties can be large for bleed rates greater
than I to 2 per cent. Weight and size of the ducting also constitutes a
penalty in the aircrafti particularly for thin wing aircraft. These penal;-
ties could be reduced in direct proportion to a reduction in the required
mass flow rates.

One concept for increasing the -BLO effectiveness is to6 blow intermit-
tently. The pulsing- of a jet to delay flow separation over A trailing edge
flap is of interest because of the potential saving in weight flow in
boundary layer control for conventional aircraft wing flaps. It may also be
applicable to augmedtor ,ring and jet flap configurations.

The pulse jet acts to produce a greater degree of mixing with the
boundary layer than does the steady jet. This has been investigated both
theoretically and experimentally fot a flat plate with no pressure gradient
by Verhoff (Reference b) who found that the rate of mixing with a pulsirg
jet was an order of magnitude greater than that of a steady jet.

Unpublished results of exploratory tests in a flow channel with an
-adverse pressure gradient indicate that this increased jet mixing may permit
greater BLO effectiveness in maintaining flow attachment, particularly for a
moderately thick approaching boundary layer. There were instances wherein
the external stream was separated even though the steady BLC jet was not.
These results were encouraging and-showed that as much as 25 per cent reduc-
tion in momentum cdefficlcnt could be realized for preventing flow separation
as compared to steady blowing. The next step to consider was how the pulse
jet would rea6,t in the, real world of advcrse pressure gradient with circu--
lation lift. Tdsts weke condurted in a 71 x 10' low speed wind tunnel to
compare steady and pL'sing blowing for various flap deflections, pulsing
rates, flow coefficients,, and angles of attack on a quasi two-dimensional
flapped airfoil. 'This report p'iesents the results of these tests.
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Section II

SYMBOLS

A ixkial force - lbs - in chordwise direction

c1  local wing chord = 3 ft

CL lift c befflcient - Lift

0S

c total section normal force coefficient c +,c sin F
nt nw 'tnf F

c wirg section norial force coefficient (See page ,6)
n,

c flap sectioit nQrma'l force coefficient (See page 6)nf

cc wing section chord force coefficient (See page 6),
w-

c Cflap section chord force coefficient (See page 6)

CD  drag coefficient = Drag
qoS

SCA momentum coefficient - W V.

qoS

g acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2

h distance from flap surface normal to flap chord - inches

qo 0free stream dynamic pressure - lb/ft2

S reference area = 12 ft
2

V free -st-ream velocity - ft/sec
0
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V local- velocity, - ft/sec

V. Igentropically expanded jet velocity from PT to P0
0

W weight flow - lb/sec

x longitudinal distaice from wing nose in chordise
direction - inches

z Nreitical distance trom wing chord, line - inches

P 0fre stream static pressure - b/ft 2

O

PT free stream tota-l pressure - in2

PT- nozzle tptal- pressure - lb/in2

P n

plenum total ,pressure - lb/in 2

c'T c

Cp Ppressure coefficirnt - Pn- Po
40

P n local static pressure - lb/ft 2

SF f-lap deflection - degrees

Wa) pulse fret uency - liz

(I ,irfoil angle of attacl- de(grees-

- 5-4
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Section III

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

MODEL DESCITION

The model consisted of an untapered semi-.span wing of four-foot semi-
span and three-foot chord. The airfoil was of 17 per cent thickness ratio.
The airfoil and flap coordinates are listed in Tables I and II. The wing was
fitted with a .42' Cw plain flap. Fl'ap deflections of 0 to 60 degrees were

available in 10-degree increments. Two wrap-around- end plates were mounted
r-o form a 12-inch span, two-dimensional flow channel in the center of the

semi-span wing, A sketch of the model is shown in Figure I and photographs
of the installation in the test section are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The
valve consisted of three 4-inch sliding teflon valve plates that were opened
and closed by an eccentric cam driven by a variable frequency electric motor.
A, sketch- of the valvc is shown in Figure 4 and a photograph of the sliding
plate is showr. in Figure 5 . The valve plates being at the nozzle exit pro-
duced good square wave pulse shapes. A sample of the nozzle total pressure

'for various pulse frequencies is shown in Figure '6 . The nozzle height could
be varied from .014 inches to .048 inches to produce different mass flow
rates for a given plenum chamber pressure level. High pressure air was
supplied to the valve plenum from a channel built into the wing running -full
model span with four circular inlets tapped into the valve plenum. The model
construction was of a basic steel structure with a wood filler layup and a
final contour of epoxy resin.

A remotely controlled traversing probe rig was attached to the flap.
Photographs of the rig mounted on the flap are shown in Figures 7 and 8
The probe was remotely controlled in the vertical direct-ion only, with the
longitudinal motion being manual.. The maximum vertical travel was approxi-
mately 11-inches from the flap surface.

A plex.glass end plate was- also provided to be used for flow visualiza-
tion studies. The photographs were shot through the tunnel ceiling windows.

TEST PROCEDU"

Prior to shipping the model to the test site, the valve was bench tested
for leakage, for nozzle calibration, and for spanwise variation of nozzle flow.
The test setup is shown in Figure 9 . High pressure (100 psia) air was sup-
plied to the valve plenum with the valve completely closed. Leakage occurr'ed
at the junction of the teflon plates and at each end. The leakage was
measured and' found to be 1.47 per cent of the -total weight flow with the valve

4
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ft'1.l open and w . considered to be acceptable. The leakage rate was verified
again at the completion-of the test and found to be 1.53 per cent of the total
open-valve weight fl6w.

The spanwise variation of the nozzle flow was -checked by means of a-
.07-inch diamieter- diaphram pressure transducer mounted in a holder and moved
laterally along the nozzle span. The transducer output was displayed on an
oscilloscope. Variation of the ratio of nozzle total pressure to plenum total

I pressure with spanwise station is shown in Figure 10 for a representative

pulsing and' teady blowing condition.

The experimental investigation was performed in the 7' x 10, low speed
wind tunnel of the U.S.. Army.Air Mobility Research andDevelopment Laboratory-,
Ames Research Center. Tests were conducted at a free stream Mach. number of
0.166 and a corresponding Reynolds number of 3.55 x 10-6. ALL data were
obtained with boundary layer transoition strips consisting of No-. 70
Carborundum grit located on both upper and lower surfaces at .11 c and
extended over the entire model span.

The model was mounted in the test section on the six. component external
balance system. This provided total model lift, drag, and pitching moment
data. The balance data were filtered to obtain average values during the
pulsing tests. The primary data, however,, were pressure andtvelocity measure-
ments. Pressure orifices were installed Dn the centerline of the two-
dimensional section, formed by the end plateg as shown in Figure 11. Four
spanwise orifices oere located at 90 per cent c to check on -the two-
dimensionality of the flow between the end.plates. Figures 12 and 13 present
the variation of -the spanwise pressure coefficients for no blowing and pulsing
BLC conditions. The data for the no blowing indicate a constant spanwise
pressure coefficient over the entilre channel except for a point near the left
end plate. This change in C represents a change in the static pressure of

p
only .39 psf which is considered to be within Lhe accuracy of transducer
measurement. The pulsing BLC shows an increase in C near each end plate,

P
but there is no-evidence of flow separation. The'two-dimensionality of the
flow in the channel between the end plates was determined to be good forall
test conditions.- The static pressure orifices were connected to a scanivalve
located beneath the tunnel floor. These data were considered average values
during the pulsing -uns due to the naLural damping of the -tube length required
to connect to the scanivalve. It addition, five diaphram-type (Kulite) trans-
ducers were flush-mounted on the upper surface of the airfoil for measuring
the dynamic response of the flow at the flap surface. Another dynamic trans-

- ducer was located -on the upper wing surface at 12.5 per cent c to evaluate
the extent cf the effect of the pulsing flow upon the airfoil pressures up-
stream nf the trai-ing edge flap. The nozzle exit totaL pressure was moni--
tored with a .07-inch diameter diaphram-type transducer mounted 4-inches from
the centerline and approximately .01-inch behind the nozzle exit plane.

FORM 351-F REV 3-71 5
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The transducer ojtputs were recorded on, a direct writing oscillograph
and also on a Honeyvel magnetic tape system. A photograph of the recording
equipment is shown in Figure14. All runs were recoided on the oscillograph-
except those coxiducted oiily for flow visualization studies. Flow field
measurements -were conducted on magnetic tapes.

Flow field measurements through the jet were made by means of -both a
total head transducer and a one-component hot wire anemometer. The total
head transducer-was mounted in a tube which was flattened to give an inlet
height of O'.030-i'nch. This probe was mounted on a carriage as shown in
Figure 15. The carriage was guided vertically by two rods mounted on linear
bearings. A screw jac-k,driven by a small d.c., motor provided the vertical
motion. The longitudinal position was set manually. The vertical position
readout on the rmchanism was ifound to be inadequate for p6s-itionifig the
probes. Thi3 problem was solved -by use of' a transit which was set up outside
the tunnel and each positLon measured in against a scale miounted- on one of
-the end plates. This method allowed for probe deflections and:provided pre-
cise positioning. Accuracy was approximately ±.010 inch. The flow survey
using the traversing mechanism was initially conducted with 'the total head
transducer probe. Four chordwise stations alohg the flap upper surface was
traversed vertically. Three of the same stations were repeated-using the
hot wire anemometer probe. The outputs recorded on the direat writing
oscillograph and on the Honeywell magnetic tape system. The initial instru-
mentat-ion contained a two-component hot wire anemometer to define the vortex
location. The two-.mponent anemometer had a placinui coated quartz sensor
elerent which proved extremely fragile. Two prol s of 0.001-inch and 0.002-
inch diameter sensors were installed, and in both instances, the sensors
broke prior to obtaining any valid dat.q. The Ames one-component hot wire
probes were selected as the best alteenatIve.

DATA REDUCTION

The test progress was monitored by selected on-line data- rediced on an
IBM 1800 system and- printed by typewr-ter itt the tunnel control room. The
printed data consisted of the external balance lift, drag, and pitching
moment coefficients, and the momentum coefficient. The final data were
-punched on cards and reduced as time permitted on the 1800 computer. The
cquations and -methods used in the data reduction procedures are as follows-:

CC
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Force Coefficients

CW,

C dx

w cC

0

c f

c =1 C dx

LnCf Jo
C 4 Ic Cos Fsi si

nt  c t

Pressure Coefficient

Cp =P -P
n oq 0

Momentum Flow Coefficient

C W V.

W = weight flow, ib/sec

V. = jet velocity (ft/sec), expand isentropic-ly

to free stream static pressure
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Section IV

TEST RESULTS

FORCE DATA

The initial runs were conducted )n the plain flap configuration to
determine the flap deflection that was most effective -with no blowing and
with steady blowing This configuration was then tested for the inter-
mittent blowing. The optimum flap deflection was chosen using the external
balance, or total mroel coefficient data. Figures 16 through 19 show the
variation of lift coefficient and section normal force coefficient with
angle of attack for various flap deflections. Section normal force coef-
ficient data were derived from the integrated pressure distributions. From
the reduction in lift curve slope it can be concluded that the flow is
separated at the higher angles of attack for flap delections above 40
degrees. Figures 20 through 23 show the effect of filap deflection on in-
cremental lift and section normal force coefficient. These curves were
derived from the datp of Figures 16 through 19 and' verify the selection of
a plain flap deflection of 40 degrees for testing with intermittent blowing.

The effectiveness of intermittent blowing was next investigated. The
effect of varying the pulse frequency was determined at ' = 0 and 'I = 20
degrees with the plain flap deflected 40 degrees. Figurc 24 presents the
variation of incremental section normal force coefficient with pulse fre-
quency. The data show -that as the pulse frequency is increased, the lift
effectiveness increased up to a frequency of approximately -60 Hz.
Additional increases in pulse frequency resulted in little or ijo gains in
lift. This could be attributed to the viscous action of the vortex that
entrains the surrounding air. As the pulse frequency is increased to 60
Hz, the surrounding air cannot react to the pulses and results in continuous
entrainment.

Flap deflection and pulse frequency were optimized and the investigation
was continued to determine the effectiveness of a pulsing jet to d'e;3ay
separation over a flapped airfoil. The pulse duration- for these tests was
approximately one-half the period, To obtain the some momentum coefficient
for steady and pulsing, the steady blowing tests were cohdacted at app--axi-
mately one-half the nozzle plenum pressure. This results in an instantaneous
V, greater for the intermittent blowing than for the _4eady blowing. 'the
higher Vj along with, the vorticity resulting from the pulslng, tends to in-
crease the extent of mixing and hence increases flap effectiveness at the
same weight flow, or reduces the weight flow required for the same effective-
ness. Figure 25 presents the results at ,i = 0 and shows that in the range

8
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of momentum coefficients normally considered for boundary layer control
(.01 'e C .14), the same lift increment can be realized at a nfomentum
-coefficient that is approximately one-half that required for steady 'blowing.
These data, when viewed with respect to weight flow as in Figure 26, show a
similar savings in weight flow for the pulsing as compared to the steady
blowing. This is quite significant when it is applied to an aircraft where
the engine bleed requirements could be reduced by as much as 50 per cent.

It sh6ulrd be noted that the curves of '- gure 25 tend to converge and no
real gains in lift are indicated, at values - mtomentum coeffi-ient above .14.

At high angles of at-ack (I = 200) with the plain flap deflected 40
degrees, a comparison 6f steady and pulsing BLC is shown in Figure 27. The
data indicate that at very low values of momentum coefficient (0' C _.07)
separation over the flap occurs with pulsed BLC. Howeve., at the higher
momentum coefficients (.07/- C',4 .14), the same lift increment can be
reaiized at a ieduced momentum coefficient (approximately 25 per cent).

The comparison of steady and pulsinig BLC was tnide at a flap deflection
-of 0' and 'for angles of attack 3f 0 and 200. These data, Figures 28 and 29,
are external balai.ce data. Fora = 0, the same lift increment can be realized
at as much as 43 per cent reduction in the momentum flow coefficient when
compared with steady blowing. At i = 200, even greater gains are shown.
Approxi.mately 50 per cent reduction in momentum coefficient will ,provide the

same incremental: lift coefficient..

A summary plot showing the variation of section -normal force coeffficient
wit. angle of attack for the : 1din flap con'figuration is presented in Figure
30. The pulsing produced a 23 per cent increase in section normal force
coeffic~.ent at x = 0-with the lift curve slope being the same as for the
steady blowing.

End plate effects were checked by conducting tests with and without 6he
end Vlates. The results are presented in Figure 31. Pulsing the flow wit','
the end plates off resulted in slightly less lift effectiveness than the
steady blowing. The pressure distributions indicate (low separation now
occurs on the wing ahead of the flap and requires extreme amounts of blowing
uo attach the flow over the flap.

A summary plot showing the total model force and moment data for no
blowing, steady blowing, and pulsing is presented in Figures -32 throuPi 4.
The drag is reduced at a constant lit coefficient due to the re-ucti'on in
the boundary layer losses with BLC. Puising WUi, sTows less boundary layer
losses than the steady blowing condition. TheF variation of -pitching moment
coefficient about the quarter chord with lift coefficient substantiates the
increased effectiveness with pulsing.

-9
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VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Velocity distributions taken at three chordwise stations for the plain
flap deflected 40 degrees is shown in F-igures 35 through 37. These~measure-
ments were obtained by utilizing a hot wire anemometer to measure the X-
component of velocity. Comparisons are made between no -BLc, steady blowing-
BLC, and pulsing BLC. The velocity distribution for the pulsing condition
is presented for tie maximum velocity (valve open) and miiimum velocity
(valve closed) during one cycle .of valve operation. These data show that
without BLC the flap flow is completely separated and that the steady blowing
entrains the separated f-ow and provides flow attachment over most of the
flap. With steady blowing,, high jet vel ocity extends approximately 1/8-inch
above the flap surface and reduces rapidly -to a constant velocity approxi-
mately 1-inch above the surface-. Local streamlines near the flap surface
follow the flap contour but depart rapidly as the distan'ce above the flap
surface is increased. The velocity distributions for ,pulsifig BLC indicates
that the maximum jet velocity (valve open) distribution follows a somewhat
similar variation as the steady blowing velocity distribution. The extent :f
mixing, however, is -greater for the puls-ing condition. This is evident from
the velocity distribution at the instant the valve is closed. Only a slight
reduction in the velocity is apparent at distances as great as eight inches
from the flap surface. This implies that the higher jet velocity and vor-
ticity due to pulsing when the valve 'is open is effectyive in entraining the
flow even when the jet velocity goes to zero for a short instant of time,
It is considered that once the entrainment pattern has been established, the
inertia of the surrounding flow requires some time span before the flow can
react. Assuming the °pulse frequency is high enough, a continuous entrainment
can be expected. Comparing the velocity distribution for the pulsing con-
dition at each chordwise location, it is evident that the extent of mixing
increases near the flap trai.ling edge, thus produc-ing greater lift ef-fective-
ness when compared to the steady blowing. A sketch of the entrainment char-
actefist-ics is shown below.

PULSING ON PULSING OFF NO JET
(VALVE OPEN) (VALVE CLOSED)

10
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The pressure distribution data for the significant configurations and

test conditions are- presented in Figures 38 thiough 48. These data were
obtained from surface pressure orifices located along the centerline of the
two-dimensional channel and represent average values when pulsing, the flow.

For the plain flap 'configuration a number of pressure orifices iocated in the
flap cove area were not ,exposed to the free stream flow and, therefore,
resulted in discontinuities in the data. These orifices are identified as
follows:

Flap Deflection Location

'F I xf/cw % c x/c w % c
, Flap Upper Surface Wing Lower Surface

0 0 50
.5 52.5

2.0 55
4.5 60
7.0

f 200 0 50
.5 52.5

2.0 55
4.5 60

300 0 50

2.5 52.5
2.0 55

60

40 & 500 0 Same as above
.5 Same as above

Figures 38 through 41 present the effect of flap deflection for steady and
no blowing at angles of att.k of zero and sixteen degrees. The constant
pressure region indicates that with no blowing the flap flow is partially

separated at flap deflection as low as 20 degrees and that no significant
gain in maximum li't can be expected fo, flap deflections greater than 40
degrees, The steady blowing,. .;7aver, attaches the flow over the flap for

alll '1ap defiections up to 50 degrees, at x 0 as signified in Figure 40 by

FORN! 351-F REV 3-71
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the steep pressure- gradient over the aft 50 per cent chord of the flap. At
higher angles of attack (a = 160), little gain in lif~t is 4r-,ted for -flap
deflections above 40 degrees. The 40 degree flap defilection w;As considered

opt-imum for the plain flap and is used as a basic configuratiar:. for deterMin-
ation of the pulsing BLC effectiveness. The pulse frequency eff ,ct on the
pressure distribution is shown in Figures 42 and 43 for zer' aac. twenty

degrees angle of attack, respectively. These data indicate that flow separa-
tion is completely eliminated over the flap at pulse frequencies' of 60 Hz and
greater. Pulsing the jet at the trailing edge of the wing affects the flow
over the entire airfoll upper surface.

Figures 44 and 45. show the change in pressure distribut,ion over the wing
and flap -with the variation of momentum coefficient (CJ f,r, steady and puls-
ing BLC. A normal progression occurred with an increase in the momentum
coefficient. Flow separ,Zion over the trailing edge of the flap was elim-
inated at a- lower value of momentum coefficient for the pulsing than -for the
steady BLO. pressure distributions for steady blowing and puising BLC are
compared in Figure 46 for the plain flap configuration at constant
C The pressure distributionl over tLi flap for the steady blowifg shows
that the last 10 per cent chor&dof the flap is separated and that :hd pulsing
jet eliminates this separation. The higher jet velocities of the ,pulsing
system results in higher negative pressure coefficient over 1'ae entire airfoil-
upper suA.,face.

Figures 47 and 48 are -presented to ai'd in understanding the variation of
incremental normal force coefficient (Ac n) with momentum coefficient shown

in Figure 27. The pressure distribution indicates that at C,"= .06 the

pulsing jet does not prevent separation and is -actually less effective than
the stead) bcwing., Increasing- the momentum coefficient to CP= .08, however,
results in flow attachment for the -pulsing with only slight alteration to the
steady blowing pressure distribution. This was only nbserved at the hig
angle of attack (a = 200) condition.

The effect of removing the ind plates and blowing over only a 12-inch

section ci the wing resulted in a loss in effectiveness for b6th steady and
pulsing BLC, as depicted in Figure 49. With the end plates ,ff, the pulsing
jet was slightly less effective in delaying separation over the flap than the

-' steady blowing. It should not be concluded from these data that the pulsing
would not be effective for a three-dimensional application, however, since
the blowing was local over only one-fourth of the model span.,

12
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FLOW VISUALIZATION

Flow ir-isuali'zation was accomplished by using the :neutrally buoyant
heli= bubble 'technique, TL-is technique 1.s relativ'ely new and consists of
introducing helium-fil.d' bubbles into the airstream (via -a small 'probe) °,
ahead of the model. The bubble., are photogr,?.phed with special high 'speed'
film and lighting. The technique and equipment is described in Reference(e), Figures 50a through 50b present photographs-c-omparing the basic flap

(nobioing, seay blowing, andpulsing. These photographs were taken

from ahoy6 -the mode! looking :thr(,ugh a plexiglass end- plate. What appears
to-be a step on the center-ot t176 upper surface is aQtually the bracket that
attaches the end plate to the midel and is outside the flow channel.

I n comparing conditions at a constant C Figure 50a, 0 = 0,

PT= 30 psia to 8F = 40, S = 5) PT = 60 psia, w = 60 Hz)-, and after careful
CC

analysis using the pressure distri'butior data as a guide, it appears the
surrounding flow- i's affected to a greater extent with the pulsing jet. A
discrete vortex produced by the pulse was -not evident in the photographs.
Thia -was understandable when considering hat at the free stream test
velocity (7-5 ft/sec) each vortex would be only partially formed during the
time interval which the vortex had to travel the Aistance equal to the flap
chord. It should be noted here that the free stream velocity for the flow
visualization testr was reduced to stay within the operational limits of the
bubble generator. The limits of the bubble generator were set in order to
obtain the highest quality photographs for this particular test.

TIME- DEPENDENT DATA

Figures 51a th, ough 51g present typical outputs fom -the surface dynamic
(Kulite) transducers and the hot wire anemometer. These data were o'trained
for each vertical [osition of the hot wire probe and at three chordwise

stations along the flap. The data presented are at a chordwise station of
27 per cent c , Ct = 0, g = 400. These data cannot be analyzed in detail
from the osciylograph traces, but will require reduction from magnetic tapes
which are not considered part of this study scope. Some interesting trends
are evident-, however, and are discussed as follous: I) the transducer at
the leading edge of the wing did respond to the pulsilg at the trailing edge
flap, indicating that he circulation around the complete airfoil is affected
by the pulses over -the flap upper surfdce, 2) the character of the static
pressure pulse changes as the distance downstream from the nozzle exit is
increased for a given vertical height above the flap, 3) the hot wire
anemometer output shows that as the probe height above the flap surface in-
creased, the peak jet veloc-ity decreased and that minimum velocity (valve
closed) increased. The outputs of the surface transducers on the flap at
chord stations 1.25, 5.75, and 10.75 per cent c show a large decrease in
static pressure when the valve is in the open position. This is due to the
high jet velocity. Further downstream at flap chord station of 1-9.5 and
29.5 per cent c w, the static pressure increased at the same valve position

(open). The mechanics of the vortex action that causes this -phenomenon is
not obvious -from these data.
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Section V

CONCLUSIONS

Art experimencal investigation conducted on a two-dimensional model has
shown that 'intermittent -blowing over the knee of a plain flap decreases the
required weight flow. The pulsing BLC method requires less weight flow in
the jet momentuit coe&4c-iefit range (9 < C. z.14) -to produze the same section
normal force coefficient as the steady blcowlng. The saving amounts to as
much as 50 per cent-.

The effectiveness of the pulsing jet to entrain the surrounding flow is
evident and can be attributed to ihncreased mixing, rate and- greater jet
veloc-ity: pr',duced for a given mass flow. Aiso, the inertia of the entrained i
flow requires a time span for the flow to react, -resulting in essentially
continuous entrainment even between pulses.

The extent of the mixing increases as the vortex moves downstream and,
delays the separation over the flap trailing edge when compared to the steady
blowing case.

The ability of the pulsing BLC to delay separation over the plain flap
was found to be primari".y a function of pulse rate and jet velocity. Lift
effectiveness was increased as the pulse rate was increased to a -frequency
of approximately 60 liz. Little gain in lift effectiveness was realized
beyond this point.

The gains with the pulsing BLC were realized- for the range of momentum

0 coefficients (C,) applicable for BLC systems (0 4 C, ,.14). Higher values

of C,,were not covered in this study, but indications are that the gains in
lift effectiveness would not extend beyond this range for the conditions of
this investigation.

14
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Section VI

RECOMMENDATIONSm

<The oresent experimental study has-dem6nstrated the ability of a Oulsing

BLC concept to produce significant -reduction in air flow rates in a BLC
application compared to that for,eady:blowing. Howkver, these gains were

not evident aa the momentum coefficient was increas) ,- beyond the range
of normal BLC application. IL is recommended ehat additional study be con-

-ducted to improve- the understanding -of the flow mechanism of the pulsing
system. This study should- include detailed analysis of the m xing process
-between the jet and the surrounding flow. Once the flow mechanism is under-
stood, the benefits of the pulsing -method for entra. ;ing flow might be applIed
to other -systems Such as augmehI.:-r wings, jet flaps, and ejectors.

Workshould be done to determine suitable means of achieving intermittent

blowing -on an aircraft. One potential way would be by- use of -fluidic princ-i-
ples wherein te -flow at the engine is stieady and the flow alternates at a
pair of nozzles.
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Table I

AIRFOIL COORDINATES
(UNFLAPPED)

ler/c 0.0428 x/c) ler = 0.0428 ,cler 0.00

x/c y/c)upper 
-y/Clower

0. 0 0 -000 0. 000
0.0125 0.0304 -0.030

0.0250 0.0401 -0.04080.0375 0.0469 -0.0480.0500 '0.0519 -0.0533
0.075 0.0595 -0.0611
O.100 0.9652 -0.0664,
0.125, 0.06963 -0.004'
0.150 -0.07325 -0.0735
0.175 0.07625 -0.0760
0.200 0.07890 -0.0779
0.250 0.0832 -0.0807
0.300 00363 -0.0819
-0.350 0.08825 -0.0820
0-.400 0.0891 -0.0810
0- 450 0.08893 ;,0.0786
0.500 0.08783 -0-.0748
0.550 0.08568 -0.0690
0.575 0.08423 -0.0652
0.600 0.08248 -00607
0.625 0.08043 -0.0554
0.650 0.07811 -q.0495
0.675 0.07541 -0.0431
0.700 '0.07233 -0.0366
'0'.725 0.06881 -0.0301
O.750 0-06476 -0.02400.775 0.0602 -0.0184
0.800 0.0553 -0.0134
0.825 0.0499 -0.0093
0.850 0.0440 -0.0060
0.875 0.0376 -0.0036
0.900 0.0308 -0.0021
0.925 0.0236 -0.0017
0.95 0.0160 -0.0025l.00 0.00 -0.0080-
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Table II

FLAP COORDINATES

-c "f Y up Ylwr

C C

0.0 -. 03722 -.037226.5 -.00443 -.05369
1.0 .00861 -.05783
1.25 .01371 -.05903
1.50 .01823 - .05986
1.-75" .02231 -.06006
2.00 .02603 -.06q
5.00 .05476 -. 0240
12.00 .0723i -. 0420012.00 .07232 -.0366

227.O06 .06476 -00246
27,400'J .0553 -. 0134
27 00 .0440 -.0060
32.00 .0308 -.0021
37.00 .0160 -.0025
42.00O . 0ooo -.0080

NOTEs; c is total wing chord (3 ft.)

F 1 319
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Figure 15 . Sketch of Probe Assembly
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Figure 51a. Typical Outputs From Dynamic Transducers
and Hot Wire Anemometer

hF 1/16" Flap Chord Station x /c = .27, = 60 Hz PT 60 psi6
FORM 351-F f -- C71
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Figure 51h Typical Outputs -fom Dynamic Transducers
and Hat Wire Anemometer

FORM ,5-F h lI/81 Flap Chord Station xf/w A 27,c- 60 Pz Pr1 = 60 psia
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Figure 51c. Typical Outputs- From Dynamic T,:ansducers
and ot Wire Anemometer
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Figure 51d. Typical Outputs From Dynamic Transducers
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Figure 51e. Typical Outputs From Dynamic Transducers

and Hot Wire Anemometer

FORM 351-F h 1/2" Flap Chord Stat-ion x fc V-.27,- = 60 Hz PT = 60 psia
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Figure 51. Typical Outputs From Dynamic Transducers

and Hot Wire Anemometeir
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